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Lemmings have a herd mentality. But
following the crowd, can have grave consequences like falling off a cliff and
drowning in the ocean. Many investors have the same instinct. They follow the
crowd and buy or sell when other people do. This probably won’t end in the
same disaster as the lemmings, but following the crowd virtually never leads
to a successful long term investment performance.
The biggest investment profits are normally made by investing long term. The
key is to buy when an investment is undervalued and unloved. That reduces the
risk substantially and thus increases the potential return.

JESSY LIVERMORE – MY SITTING
Extremely important when investing is to be patient and wait for the right
opportunity. As Jesse Livermore said: “It was never my thinking that made the
big money for me, it was my sitting.”
I have probably been following the gold market for longer than most people
still being active today, having received my first gold coins in the 1950s.
But not until Nixon’s disastrous action on August 15, 1971 did it start to be
exciting to follow the value of my coins.

LESSONS FROM MINING BUBBLE IN AUSTRALIA
The ride from $35 in 1971 to $850 in 1980 was clearly spectacular. I also
owned some Australian mining stocks since the bank where I worked in Geneva
was advised at the time by Adolf Lundin. Adolf was a legendary Swedish
resource investor who lived in Geneva. He sadly died too early in 2006, but
his sons have continued to expand the Lundin Group to one of the most
successful businesses in the resource sector in the world.
So back in 1969 I made my first investment in mining stocks based on Adolf
Lundin’s recommendations. I remember Adolf phoning in the middle of the night
in Europe from Australia with the latest hot tip. At the time there was a
boom in mining stocks. The most infamous company was a nickel miner called
Poseidon which rose dramatically and later collapsed. So I learnt early on
about the volatility of the mining sector, fuelled sometimes by some
dishonest reporting of discoveries.

DERIVATIVES & DEBT MAKE GOLD A NECESSITY
After the 1980 peak, as gold and the gold mining stocks started falling, I
was involved in corporate life and stopped following the resource sector. But
then in the 1990s, I started analysing global financial and economic risks
and came to the conclusion that the world economy at some point would have
very serious problems. At the time I considered that the two most likely
areas that would cause this were derivatives and debt.
I was looking at how best to protect against these risks and gold was the
obvious solution. But gold at the time was totally out of fashion and central
banks around the world had been reducing their holdings. From the January
1980 high of $850, gold crashed to just over $300 in 1982. Thereafter gold
traded between $300 and $500 until central bank selling pushed it down to a
bottom in 1999 at $250. Finally, at the end of 2001 gold seemed to have
stabilised around the $300 pivot point.
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So when we entered our physical gold investment in 2002, I had certainly been
“sitting” for a very long time. Gold started the current bull market in 1971
at $35, made a temporary top in 1980 at $850 and then spent 20 years
correcting. But the gold bull certainly hadn’t finished, central banks saw to
that. They continued their irresponsible monetary policy, leading to a
chronic credit expansion, debasement of currencies and thereby permanently
underwriting the gold price.
Looking at gold on an inflation adjusted basis, 2000 was the lowest point
since 1971 when the price was $35 per ounce (based on Shadow Government
Statistics inflation calculation).
The gold chart below, adjusted for real inflation, shows this amazing
insurance can today be bought at an all time historical low. Gold currently
at $1,400 is cheaper than in 2000 at $280, cheaper than in 1970 when gold was
$35 or in 1780 when gold was traded in London at £4 per ounce.

What the above chart also shows is that the top in 1980 at $850 today would
be $18,160 adjusted for inflation. There is no reason why gold wouldn’t reach
that level in the next few years, especially as the gold paper market
implodes.
Since we bought gold in 2002 we have been “sitting”. We didn’t buy gold for
speculation and we didn’t buy gold for participating in a price move. No, we
bought gold for long term capital appreciation in real terms and most
importantly for wealth preservation purposes against an extremely precarious
world economy and financial system.
As Ralph Waldo Emerson said:
“THE DESIRE OF GOLD IS NOT FOR GOLD.
IT IS FOR THE MEANS OF FREEDOM AND BENEFIT”

THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME
Once we owned the best insurance you can buy, our intention was to keep this
cover indefinitely.
It is the best kept secret in the world that you can buy an investment with
the following attributes:
The best insurance against financial and economic risk
The ultimate wealth preservation asset
Holds its value in real terms through the ages
Has a stable intrinsic value
Is totally liquid

Is a medium of exchange and the only money that has survived in history
Has no liability or debt attached to it
Has a high potential of substantial capital appreciation
It is the opportunity of a lifetime to acquire insurance that is also a
superb investment or an investment which is also the ultimate insurance and
all this at the lowest level ever in real terms.

WEALTH PRESERVATION INVESTORS DON’T SELL THEIR GOLD
We have been sitting with our gold position since 2002, and virtually all the
investors we advise have also kept their gold since they acquired it.
So when would we dispose of all or part of our gold and advise our investors
to do the same? Firstly, I doubt we would ever dispose of all our gold.
Because gold is generational wealth and an asset that should always form the
foundation of your wealth pyramid.
Today, most of the clients we advise, hold at least 25% of their financial
assets in gold. Some hold a much bigger percentage. It must of course be
pointed out that our clients believe strongly that wealth preservation is
extremely important at a time when risk is greater than ever in the global
financial system.
But even if we will always hold some gold, there will be a time when gold
becomes overloved and overvalued. I don’t expect this to happen for quite a
few years, whether it is in 5 or 10 years or even longer. At that time we
will analyse the state of the world economy and financial system and decide
if we should reduce our gold holdings and what we should do with the
proceeds.
If the financial system still has major unresolved problems like massive
debts and derivatives, then it will still not be the place to put your money.
Only when debt and derivatives have imploded and the system restructured will
it be safe to put your money or assets in the financial system.

GOLD WILL BUY YOU INCREDIBLE BARGAINS
Until then, if you can swap your gold for real assets like land, income
producing property or sound businesses at bargain prices, this would be a
serious opportunity. History is full of examples of people who used their
gold to pick up absolute bargains in periods of economic distress and
hyperinflation.
When the time is right, investors with bigger gold holdings will be able to
buy valuable assets with their gold for a fraction of what they cost before
the crisis. Price reductions of 90-95% are not uncommon in these periods,
especially if measured in gold grams or kilos.
For people with smaller gold holdings, this will guarantee them continuing to
lead a decent life as opposed to for example the Venezuelans who are now
living in total misery.

KEEP LOW PROFILE AND HELP YOUR CLOSEST
But we must also remember that if you hold gold, it is extremely important to
keep a low profile from a social and personal safety point of view. It will
be essential not to flaunt your wealth like many people are doing today. Also
very important will be to help family and close friends. There will be many
people who will need your assistance.
Remember that with bankrupt governments, there will be virtually no social
security or pensions.

GOLD TODAY AS CHEAP AS IN 1970 AND 2000
The inflation adjusted gold chart above is one method of illustrating the
real value of gold. Another way is to adjust the gold price for the increase
in US money supply. As the chart below shows, on that basis gold is as cheap
today as it was in 2000 at $280 or in 1970 at $35. So whatever method we
apply, it comes back to the fact that gold today is an absolute bargain.
GOLD ADJUSTED FOR US MONEY SUPPLY

IT WON’T MATTER WHAT PRICE YOU PAID FOR YOUR GOLD
As I explained at the beginning of the article, we bought gold in 2002 for
ourselves and the people we advised at the time. For that purpose, we devised
the best and safest way to acquire and hold physical gold. A few years later
in 2005, we opened it up for outside investors.
Some of these investors bought early and some bought at higher prices as gold
was rising quickly to the $1,920 top in 2011. The good thing is that it
doesn’t matter at what level you bought your gold in the last 17 years since
gold will go to multiples of the current price. As I have already stated, it

will be the ultimate form of wealth preservation and a superb investment over
the next 5-10 years.
So some of us took our positions in gold 17 years ago and many others later.
But since we are all holding gold for wealth protection reasons, we will be
“sitting” for many years to come without any concern about the value of our
gold holding.
WE KNOW WITH ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY THAT GOVERNMENTS WILL CONTINUE TO OBLIGE BY
DESTROYING THE ECONOMY, SPENDING MONEY THEY HAVEN’T GOT, INCREASING DEFICITS
AND DEBTS AND TOTALLY DEBASING CURRENCIES UNTIL THEY ARE WORTHLESS.
FOR THOSE REASONS WE ARE HOLDING GOLD AND SLEEPING WELL AT NIGHT.

